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$ 12 Trillion
projected investment by 2030 to address the most 
complex issues in human history through the SDGs



Are we investing in the right 
changemakers and solutions?



Problem: Visualizing impact & accelerating transformative change

FINANCIAL FLOWS
Shifting the Trillions

Cooperation amongst key actors

 DATA
Complexity: Quantitative & Qualitative data mix

Metrics overload & Multiple standards
No data exchange protocols

ADVOCACY
Transparency

Advocacy / Communication
Avoid “Impact Washing” syndrome



This is what data currently looks like in the sector...



All-in-one software platform to visualize your impact, track data trends 
and share the stories that matter most.



The leading global organizations use ImpactMapper

PAWHR Philanthropy Advancing Women's Human Rights Donors’ Network including



Ways to Use ImpactMapper: Foundation/Corporate Foundation of 
Monitoring of Grantee Portfolios or CSR initiatives

Oak and trag with their support are answering to real 
needs of organizations and beneficiaries. This support 
makes us stronger, more structured, more organized, 
we feel that someone takes care of our needs, we 
believe that will appreciate our inputs. Our relation is 
not typical donor relation, we feel it as partner relation.

Grantee in Montenegro



Ways to Use ImpactMapper: Research, Evaluation and/or Meta-Analysis



20

Market screening and 
sourcing

ESG, SDG and impact 
screening

Due diligence and 
Playbook for company

Key impact metrics and  
tracking for impact 
report

Contact and preliminary 
investment presentation

Key impact potential 
assessment

Asset management

Impact report

Exit process

Impact  report presented 
to company buyer

Playbook 17: New Nordic VC using Impact Assessment by 
ImpactMapper  

Same process-driven impact measurement used by several 
UN agencies and corporations around the world

CONFIDENTIAL



Ways to Use ImpactMapper: Impact Investor or Accelerator

Manage your investments, 
portfolios and companies



Join us in transforming measurement 
in the social impact in sustainability 

reporting space!
alex@impactmapper.comimpactmapper.com



Our users are global


